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LLMs are General-Purpose Interfaces



Grounding Multimodal Large Language Models to the World

Kosmos-2: Multimodal Large Language Model

[a campfire](<loc4> <loc1007>)

Encode coordinates of bounding box to location tokens 

Decode location tokens to coordinates

Top-left: (x1, y1)
Bottom-right: (x2, y2)

(<loc44> <loc863>)[It](<loc44> <loc863>) sits next to 

Kosmos-2 Capabilities

1. Language & Vision-Language Mastery

2. Multimodal Grounding & Referring

3. Downstream Applications Potential
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Kosmos-2: Multimodal Large Language Model

[a campfire](<loc4> <loc1007>)

Multimodal Referring

[It](<loc44> <loc863>) sits next to 

Multimodal Grounding
Multimodal Grounding & Referring
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Training Data

Text Corpora

Interleaved Image-Text Data

Grounded Image-Text Data



Constructing Grounded Image-Text Data

a dog in a 
field of flowers

Identify 
noun chunks

Detection &
Post-process

a dog: 
[290,371,605,750]

a field: 
[0,264,919,921]

Step-1: Prepare noun 
chunk - bounding boxes pair

a dog
a field
flowers

Expand
noun chunks

Sentence dependency relations

a dog in a field of flowers
a field of flowers
flowers

Drop 
Substrings

Compose

a dog in a field of 
flowers: 

[290,371,605,750]

Step-2: Prepare referring 
expression - bounding boxes pair

Keep “a dog in a field of flowers”
Drop  “a field of flowers”
Drop  “flowers”

Resulting 90M Images, 137M objects



Examples

Referring Expression 
Comprehension

VQA Counting Text Recogniction

[ The left eye of emoji ]
Question: How many cows are 
here? Answer: 

Question: What does it say? 
Answer:

two cows present in the image.
"Je suis Charlie!" is written in 
French on a chalkboard.

Describe this bird in detail:

The eagle is a large bird with a black and 
white body and a yellow beak. It has 
large, dark wings and a pointed tail. It 
stands on a stump and spreads its wings, 
displaying its magnificent plumage.

Image Caption



Question: What is the biggest 
difference betwen bottle-1 
and bottle-2? Answer:

You are driving this car.  To 
pick up that man,  you need to

The biggest difference 
between bottle-1 and bottle-2 

is the label.

This animal is unique because it 
is a turtle. Turtles are known for 
their slow and steady pace, 
whereas rabbits are known to be 
agile and quick. It is not common 
for a turtle to be faster than a 
rabbit, especially in terms of 
speed.

go through the intersection 
and turn right.

Question: What is it ? 
Answer:

a buoy attached 
to the boat.

Question: Why is this 
animal unusual? Answer:

Examples



Kosmos-2 Performance



Kosmos-2 Performance



Thanks for your attention!
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